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ABSTRACT. For a prime p, let F be the field with p elements and let G be a reduced p-primary abelian A/-group. If FG = FH for some group H, then it is shown that G a? H.
Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be an (infinite) abelian p-group. The question of whether an F-algebra isomorphism FG S FH for some group H implies G = H has been considered by Berman and Mollov [1] , and by May [6, 7, 8] . It is shown in [1, 6] , and by Dubois and Sehgal [3] that FG = F H implies that the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants of G and H must be equal. Thus, the case when G is countable can be settled with no major difficulties. In [1] , the case when G is a direct sum of cyclic groups is answered affirmatively. More generally, an affirmative answer was obtained if G is a direct sum of countable groups (d.s.c.) in [7] . Recently, these results were generalized in [8] to totally projective groups (of arbitrary length); i.e., FG = FH and G totally projective implies G = H. In this paper, we generalize the result in [7] for d.s.c.'s in another direction. Here we will consider the case when G is an A-group, a certain distinguished isotype subgroup of a d.s.c. A-groups were first introduced in Hill [5] . For the sake of the uninitiated reader, we include the definition below.
Preliminaries.
Before stating our result in detail, we introduce some notation. First, all groups considered will be abelian and written multiplicatively. The letters G,H,A, and B will always denote p-primary abelian groups. For abelian group terminology not defined herein, the reader is referred to Fuchs [4] .
For an ordinal a, we write Gp" for the elements of G with p-height > a. If g E Gp \ Gp" we write ho(g) = o. If no such a exists, we set ho(g) = oo with the convention that oo > a for all ordinals a. Sometimes we may write h(g) for hc(g) if the group G is clear from the context. Suppose G is a subgroup of the p-group A. Recall that G is an isotype subgroup of A if and only if ha(g) = h¿(g) for all g eG. (ii) (A/G)p° = Ap"G/G if a < fi, the first uncountable ordinal, and (A/G)p"+' = 1.
(iii) A/G is totally projective. In Hill's paper [5] , it was shown that two A-groups G and H are isomorphic if the socles G\p] and H\p] are isomorphic as valuated vector spaces (where the valuations are the height functions in G and H restricted to the socles). Note that if condition (ii) were replaced by the condition that G is nice in A, then G would be a direct summand of A, and hence itself a d.s.c. It is in this sense that one may consider A-groups to be "almost d.s.c.'s".
We now come to the statement of our main result.
THEOREM. For a prime p, suppose F is the field with p elements and G is a p-group. If G is a reduced N-group and FG = FH for some group H, then G = H.
The proof of the theorem, which is given in §3, consists of two parts: First, we show that H must be an A-group using a method developed in §2. Next, we use a result from Beers, Richman, and Walker [2] to show that the respective valuated socles are isomorphic. PROOF. First suppose G is isotype in A, and for some ordinal a, 1 ^ a E U(FA)P" n(l +FA-1(G)). Since a E 1 + FA -1(G), there exist nonzero n,... ,rn E F; nonidentity elements gi,...,gn E G; and di,...,an G A with a = 1 + £,"=i rlai(gi -1). We need to show that a E 1 + FAP" ■ I(GP"). We do this by induction on n. First, if n -1 or if aigi,ai,a2û2,a2,... ,angn,an are all in suppa, then a¿o¿ G Ap" and a¿ G Ap" for all i, 1 < i < n. Thus, gi E Ap° flG = Gp° since G is isotype in A. Thus a E 1 + FAP° ■ I(GP") and we may assume that n > 1 and consider only two cases: Case 1. Some o¿g¿ is not in supp(a). In this case, there exist distinct subscripts ji, ■ ■ ■ ,jm,jm+ii ■ ■ • :jm+s not equal to i satisfying the following two conditions: (1) a3kgjk = ajm+t -a¿g, for all k and t (1 < k < m, 1 < t < s).
(2) naiQi + Er=i r3kaJk9jk -Et=i rjm+tajm+t = 0.
Set ß = na^gi -1) + rhan (gh -1) + ■ ■ ■ + r]m+3aJm+a(gJm+3 -1). Note that ß is a sum of m + s + 1 terms of the form ra(g -1), r E F, a E A, g E G. Thus, to
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use complete the induction in this case, it suffices to show that ß can be written as a sum of m + s terms of this form. Now, using conditions (1) and (2) we have ß --nai -rhah-rJmajm + rjm+1ajm+,g]m+l +■■■ + rJm+3a:)m+soJm+8
= -Tia% -r^aiÇiÇ^1-r3mai9i9Jn + r3m+iai9i93m+i +■■■ + rJm+Balglgjm+s.
Since the left-hand side of condition (2) (II) If a G supp(ojj), a' E supp(Qj) (1 < i < j < r), (¡>(a) = 4>(a') if and only if i = j-(III) aug(a¡) t¿ 0 for 1 < i < n, and aug(a¿) = 0 for n + 1 < i < r.
For each i, 1 < i < n, select a¿ G supp(a¿). Then, (p*(a) = £™=i(aug(aí))íKaí)-Since h(4>*(a)) > a, h(4>(ai)) > a for all i, 1 < i < n. Thus, since 4> is anice, there exist aio,.. .,a"o E Ap with 0(a,o) = <f>(o,i), 1 < i < n. Set ao = !C"=1(aug(a¿))a¿o-Then, </>*((*o) = 4>*(a) and ^(qo) > <*-, showing <p* is a-nice. Conversely, suppose <p* is a-nice and a E A is such that h((f>(a)) > a. Since <j> = (p*\A and A is isotype in U(FA), there exists a E U(FA) such that (p*(a) = <f>(a) and h(a) > a. Clearly there must be some ao G supp(a) with <^>(ao) = </>(a). Moreover, ao G supp(a) implies ñ(ao) > h(a) > a. Therefore, <j> is er-nice. D
We now give several corollaries. In all of these, F will be a perfect field of characteristic p ^ 0, and G will be a subgroup of the p-group A. Also, set K = 
